
HAIRPORT
STYLE GUIDELINES



OUR HISTORY
Hairport initially began 
as Hairport Academy, a 
small hair training studio 
in sunny Apia, Samoa. 
Eventually, Beatrice 
Ahokava began to export 
her unique range of hair 
products abroad.  
 
The success of these 
natural products allowed 
for the franchising of the 
Hairport brand. There 
are now twenty Hairport 
locations in Oceania and 
South-East Asia, with more 
on the way.  
 
Hairport caters for busy 
urban workers who are 
looking for natural and 
affordable haircare in 
a friendly and no-fuss 
environment.



OUR VISION
Hairport provides world-
class hair and beauty 
services at an economical 
price point. We never 
forget our Pacifika roots 
in our friendly interactions 
with peers and customers, 
but we also maintain a 
neutral and modern style. 
 
Hairport uses a black-
and-white palette which 
is contrasted with vibrant 
photography and editorial 
video content.  
 
Sans serif typefaces create 
an elegant mood. Hairport 
clientele come from a 
variety of backgrounds. 
Branding material should 
reflect both genders and 
all ages equally.



LOGO

+ =
The Hairport logo consists 
of a hairdressing comb 
underneath the silhouette 
of cutting scissors. 
A strong condensed 
typeface completes the 
look. Both the symbol 
and the lettermark can 
independently represent 
the Hairport brand, 
however, preference is 
given to the primary logo 
containing both symbol 
and lettermark.

HAIRPORT



COLOUR + TYPOGRAPHY

HEADING

SUBTITLES

Body

Hairport uses an easy 
monochromatic colour 
scheme - black and white 
are used for text and 
icons. Colour is provided 
through the use of 
photographs and video. 
Where the background is 
light, the dark logo is used.  
 
Where it is dark, the 
white logo is used. When 
used as an overlay, it 
is permissible to fade 
the logo to 50% opacity 
however preference is 
given to keeping the logo 
to full opacity. Please use 
your best discretion.

Akzidenz-Grotesque BQ 
Condensed is used for 
headines, which are always 
capitalised - this is essential.

Open Sans Light is used for 
subtitles, capitalised.

Open Sans regular is used 
for normal body text. Bold 
and Italic is permissible when 
adding emphasis.

#FFFFFF 
(White)

#00000 
(Black)



STRUCTURE

A minimum of 3mm space 
is recommended when 
placing the Hairport logo 
into a layout. This will 
allow for visual coherence 
to be maintained. It is 
also recommended that 
the logo not be less than 
20mm wide in the final 
output.  
 
If necessary, use one of 
the variants to optimise 
the use of space. The gap 
between the icon and 
the type is roughly the X 
height of the text. HAIRPORT



VARIATIONS

HAIRPORT

White on black icon, 
used for profiles, 
badges, posters or 
promo flyers.

On dark backgrounds, use the white version of all these icons.

Horizontal variant. 
Used mostly for 
websites or digital 
output.

Icon in isolation. Use 
on badges and tie-in 
materials.

Icon in isolation (tilted). 
Used in some products 
exclusively for men.



OVERLAY EXAMPLE

Please note the 50% opacity watermark in the upper left corner of the video, and the variant logo used in all 
social media profiles. This style should be adhered to as much as possible in all social media content.



THINGS TO AVOID

Separation: Do not separate 
the logo elements.

Random Color: Please use 
black and white only.

Drop shadows: Avoid drop 
shadows.

Stretching: Do not stretch, 
rotate or deform the logo.

Type Changes: Please utilise 
the original wordmark.

Gradients: Please stick to 
solid colours at all times.
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BRANDING
Hairport marketing 
collateral includes 
business cards, 
letterheads, t-shirts, mugs, 
pens and other stationery.  
 
The logo can be applied 
seamlessly to an endless 
variety of exciting items. 
Here are some examples 
of tie-in items usually seen 
around a Hairport salon.













THANKS!
For further information 
on these style guidelines, 
please get in touch with your 
branch manager and our 
brand officer. 

Hairport branding conceived 
and designed by Rhiannon 
Stevens. Visit: www.
zirconaworks.com / www.
zirconastudios.com / 
instilledmag.com and support 
independent designers and 
authors.


